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NDFD CLAUSES

Know Your Contracts
no damages for delay clauses
By Danielle Waltz and Alexis Hailpern

“Except in the middle of a battlefield, nowhere must men coordinate the movement of other men and all
materials in the midst of such chaos and with such limited certainty of present facts and future occurrences
as in a huge construction project … Even the most painstaking planning frequently turns out to be mere
conjecture, and accommodation to changes must necessarily be of the rough, quick and hoc sort, analogous
to ever changing commands on the battlefield.” ~ Blake Constr.Co. v. C.J. Coakley Co., 431 A.2d 569 (D.C. App. 1981).
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ABANDONMENT OF CONTRACT
Along with unreasonable delays leading to lack of
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LACK OF TIME EXTENSION
When a contract contains a NDFD clause with a sole remedy of
time extensions for delay, courts have held that failing to afford
time extensions, when warranted, can invalidate the clause in
totality. In this situation, a court may find that a project owner’s
failure to uphold the entirety of the contract waives the clause
in totality.

LEGISLATION
Beyond exceptions granted by the courts, as noted above, some
states enacted NDFD legislation as a matter of public policy.
Naturally, legislation will differ from state to state. Overall, two
types of legislation are common in those states where this
issue is written into the law. First, many states disallow for
NDFD clauses where the project is a public project or where
the project is government-initiated. The second major category
of legislation seeks to eliminate bad-faith by project owners
and project executives. While “freedom of contract” does exist,
legislation in conflict with a contract or contract provisions
will be victorious. Arizona, California, Colorado, Missouri, and
North Carolina enacted statutes limiting and/or abolishing time
extensions as the sole remedy for delay—effectively prohibiting
blanket NDFD clauses in public projects. Ohio and Washington,
among others, enacted legislation to protect contractors and
subcontractors against bad-faith on the part of owners relative
to NDFD clauses.
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